Recovery response of vertical gas wells in non-homogeneous landfills.
A two-dimensional axisymmetric and normalized analytical model for landfill gas (LFG) migration around a vertical well is developed. The vertical gas permeability and LFG generation rate of waste are assumed to be subject to exponential decreases with depth. Using a general analytical solution, over 500,000 scenarios involving a combination of typical control variables (viz: cover properties, waste properties, vacuum pressure, well radius and spacing) are modelled. A quantitative analysis of the coupled effects of these control variables on LFG recovery rate indicates that the recovery response could be captured by: (a) three dimensionless variables (denoted as cover resistance, pump capacity, and well spacing parameters), and (b) two constants defining the decreases in gas permeability and LFG generation of waste with depth. For example, if the LFG generation rate of the waste at the top is doubled, a two times increase in the vacuum pressure with other parameters being equal would give a same gas recovery rate, as well as simultaneously doubling the thickness and gas permeability of the cover. The recovery efficiency of a vertical well with a low permeability cover is examined as a function of cover resistance and pump capacity, and design charts are presented that may be used to optimize gas recovery by adjusting cover properties and vacuum pressure. The proposed model makes it possible to consider the waste non-homogeneity in the design process, and the results contribute to a preliminary design of a cover and vertical LFG collection systems.